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	Wi-Fi Handbook: Building 802.11b Wireless Networks, 9780071412513 (0071412514), McGraw-Hill, 2003
Detailing the design and deployment of 802.11b networks in every flavor and  size, this working handbook delivers the hands-on expertise you need—complete  with illustrative case studies. From one-cell home systems to global provider  networks, Wi-Fi Handbook provides the A-Z facts, details, tips, and  strategies you need to handle the job.

Wi-Fi In The Real World: This comprehensive Wi-Fi Handbook covers all  current technologies, not just a single solution. You’ll find it invaluable  for:

	Scaling up W-Fi networks  
	Solving vexing problems in regulatory, security, and economic areas  
	Comparing case studies to find solutions for specific regulations 


Problems Solved

This comprehensive Wi-Fi Handbook covers all current technologies, not  just a single solution. You’ll find it invaluable for:

	Basic Wi-Fi architecture, from client cards and access points on up  
	Technical issues, from RF to WEP  
	Wi-Fi deployments in large buildings, campuses, and public spaces  
	802.11b networks in healthcare settings, industry, and military  installations  
	Upside and downside—both benefits and drawbacks  
	Wi-Fi and 3G applications  
	Fallacy of line-of-sight limitations  
	Great QoS, bandwidth, and security  
	Wi-Fi’s future 
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Internet of Things for Architects: Architecting IoT solutions by implementing sensors, communication infrastructure, edge computing, analytics, and securityPackt Publishing, 2018

	
		Learn to design, implement and secure your IoT infrastructure

	
		Key Features

		
			Build a complete IoT system that is the best fit for your organization
	
			Learn about different concepts, technologies, and tradeoffs in the IoT architectural stack
	
			Understand the...




		

Xamarin Mobile Application Development for Android (Community Experience Distilled)Packt Publishing, 2014

	Get up to speed with mobile computing with this step-by-step guide to developing and testing an Android app using C# and Xamarin. From first principles to distribution, everything you need is here.


	Overview

	
		Gain an understanding of both the Android and Xamarin platforms
	
		Build a working...



		

Mkt Ldr Elem TRB NE TM CD Rom PkPearson Education, 2008

	Market Leader is an extensive new Business English course

	designed to bring the real world of international business into

	the language teaching classroom. It has been developed in

	association with the Financial Times, one of the world's leading

	sources of professional information, to ensure the maximum

	range and...




	

The New Darkroom HandbookFocal Press, 1998

	The Darkroom Handbook, Second Edition, is a completely revised and updated version of a classic guide to the best design, construction, and equipment to use when setting up a darkroom.

	

	This book features ideas and money-saving tips on how to put a darkroom almost anywhere in your home or apartment. It takes...


		

Sams Teach Yourself MySQL in 10 MinutesSams Publishing, 2006
Sams Teach Yourself MySQL in 10 Minutes provides a no-fluff, just-the-answers guide to building and managing MySQL databases. It is carefully organized and thoughtfully written to provide just the information that you need in order to gain a rapid working knowledge of MySQL. Get up to speed...


		

Thinking in C++, Volume 1: Introduction to Standard C++Prentice Hall, 2000
This book is a thorough rewrite of the first edition to reflect all of the changes introduced in C++ by the finalization of the C++ Standard, and also to reflect what I've learned since writing the first edition. The entire text present in the first edition has been examined and rewritten, sometimes removing old examples, often changing existing...
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